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Compilation: David Wilkerson - Speak To Me - posted by Will (), on: 2005/7/7 3:55
Which sermon was this taken from?  It sounds like it was taken mostly from 1 sermon.

Thanks,  :-) 

Re: Compilation: David Wilkerson - Speak To Me - posted by Will (), on: 2005/7/8 3:21
Come on, somebody must have heard this one?  From www.fireonthealtar.com   :-( 

Re: - posted by _Disciple_ (), on: 2005/7/8 5:29
Hi Will!

it's from the message A Famine In The Land.

i hope this helps you out!

be blessed

in Him

William

Re: - posted by Will (), on: 2005/7/8 6:19
Nice one!  Thanks for that  :-D

Oh and is that sermon on this site?

Re: - posted by _Disciple_ (), on: 2005/7/8 11:06

Quote:
-------------------------Oh and is that sermon on this site?
-------------------------

hmmm i've checked all 17 pages (in the download section) of David Wilkerson, but i couldn't find it... :-? 

otherwise you could send Greg a PM, maybe he knows, or one of the moderators.

and if you have found it, please let me know ;-)

Re: - posted by Will (), on: 2005/7/9 1:49
Do you remember hearing it?  Someone must have a copy in order to make the compilation!

Thanks for your help anyway.  And thanks to Edward Pugh who emailed me 
(http://www.tscpulpitseries.org/english/undated/tsfamine.html) this link to the text version of the sermon.
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Re: - posted by Will (), on: 2005/7/9 5:28
Oh actually that link isn't the sermon in question.

Re: - posted by _Disciple_ (), on: 2005/7/9 6:00
thanks for the audio transcription

the sermon seems hard to find it :-?

Re: - posted by aeryck (), on: 2005/7/9 6:34
Hi Will,
Thanks for this link. I have forever loved David Wilkerson since 'Run Baby Run' with Nicky Cruz, I have been interested i
n his work amongst young people, and Nicky's work amongst ex-con's...well I followed the fireonthealter.com link...and f
ound a most amazing link to Bill Wise ~ '23 minutes in hell' which is already playing on the mp3 player...soundz like I am
in for a life-transforming experience. 
In Jesus,
.A.
:-P 
click here and go to the bottom of the page 

Re: - posted by Will (), on: 2005/7/11 3:19
You do have to be careful with these compilations.  The music and the way they are put together, gets the emotions up 
and well, yeah we just have to be careful.

Re: - posted by ColinM, on: 2005/7/11 10:11
You're right.  Some are great, others are false teaching with or without the music.

Re: - posted by Will (), on: 2005/7/13 6:07
Yeah, I guess it's the same with sermons though isn't it.  We always have to stick close to our Bibles so we can decern f
alse teaching when it pops it's ugly head.
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